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FROMTHE

SECRETARY-TREASURER
It has a been a pleasure to serve as your Secretary/ Treasurer this year.
Working for the union is often gratifying, especially when we are able to help
members solve problems or navigate the college system, or help to inform
you of what is happening at the college and how you can get involved. I
consider working for the union one of the best parts of my job. Having said
that, it is also one of the hardest parts of my job. It is tiring to feel like we are
constantly battling the system at the college and state levels, and trends in
higher education at the national level. To make positive changes at all levels,
we have a critical need for engagement by all faculty members.
One of the biggest challenges we face is low faculty pay and how this is
primarily controlled at the state level. As you all likely know, funding for
increases in faculty pay come from the state, and state legislators have
refused to pay for funding increases for the past many years. We all feel the
impact of these decisions: stagnant wages at a time of high cost of living
increases for the region, difficulty hiring new faculty who likely see better
opportunities elsewhere, and difficulty retaining good faculty for
the same reason. Luckily, we have been able to partially
reduce the impact through pay increments funded by
turnover money and our recently negotiated promotion
system. To see real change though, we need to advocate for
ourselves very strongly at the state level.
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So here?s the problem with our state. Under current law, our
increments in pay are supposed to be funded by the state, and of
course they haven?t been. At the same time, we are prevented from
bargaining for local money to fund our pay increments by state law. We are
the only, or one of the few, groups of state employees that this applies to. It
is not the same for universities and K-12 teachers. According to our WEA
lobbyist, legislators often think that we are asking for extra money and don?t
realize that they are our only legal source of regular increases in our pay. It is
imperative that we begin educating our legislators to our plight. Every one of
us need to speak with them regularly for any of this to change!
In the current biennium, the legislature lifted the ban on bargaining for local
money to fund increments in pay. It is possible that they view this as a trial
run for allowing us full scope bargaining (ability to bargain for local funds). It
is also possible that they will go back to the status quo after this biennium.
We need to use this opportunity to educate our legislators and let them know
that removal of restrictions on local funds can help move the state to a
permanent solution to our pay problem. Only our collective voice will get
the state to change.
-Jason Fuller, BCAHE Secretary/ Treasurer
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"CIVILRIGHTSPILGRIMAGE"
Dr. Hoo is chirping
about...
Our administration's
unilateral decision
to eliminate a
College policy that
allowed faculty to
vote on Division
Deans every five
years, which gave
us a significant
voice in our own
leadership. The
College had this
democratic policy
for many years, but
now it's gone unless we act to
reinstate it. See the
last page's "How
You Can Help"
section for more
information

In August 2013, BC Political Science Instructor, Tim Jones, traveled with three
colleagues from the University of Washington to sacred and historically important
sites in Montgomery, Alabama, Birmingham, Alabama, Jackson, Mississippi, Memphis,
Tennessee, and Little Rock, Arkansas. All these sites are places where Civil Rights
activists demonstrated profound heroic courage, forcing white people in authority to
provide access and opportunities to social and cultural institutions. The four
Instructors haven?t been the same since seeing and feeling this history firsthand, and
they are now committed to sharing this experience with students, faculty and staff,
and community adults. Since summer 2013, they have led five Civil Rights Pilgrimages
to the U.S. South.
As part of these pilgrimages, Tim and his colleagues at the UW intentionally create
groups that are inter-racial, inter-generational, multi-gender and multi-sexual,
economically varied, and multi-national in identities. They know that their diversity is
a strength: they go together into and through this experience, seeking to build
empathic human relationships. They say that this is not easy, but strongly believe it is

"ONTHETRIP, THEGROUPMEETSWITH
FOOTSOLDIERS, LEADERS, ANDLOCALS- ALL
OFWHOMARECOMMITTEDTOJUSTICEAND
MOSTOFWHOMWEREDIRECTPARTICIPANTS
INTHEHISTORICEVENTS."
essential if we are going to build positive pathways forward in the 21st century.
Prior to leaving on the 10-day trip, students enroll in a class for ?Independent Study?
credit. In this course, students read and meet weekly, discussing the communication
underpinnings of the civil rights movement? what kinds of words, images, symbols,
and broader message strategies were employed, how did the news media respond,
and how did various Americans and international publics react? The civil rights
movement was about certain values and certain ways of communicating and reacting
to those values. After this educational background, and when students are ready, the
group journeys to the U.S. South.
On the trip, the group meets with footsoldiers, leaders, and locals? all of whom are
committed to justice and most of whom were direct participants in the historic events.
The ?teachers? are the places + people they visit AND the people in their traveling
group. The pilgrimage is not a series of lectures; it is meeting, seeing, talking, listening,
singing, reflecting, and seeking. Fundamentally, at its core it is a communication
immersion experience. Travelers are challenged to grow in their communication
practices and to build trust and honesty with each other through their words and
actions.
It is this kind of deep, profound learning experience that is life-changing for many of
the people who have gone on this intense, emotional, painful, and inspiring journey.
It?s an unforgettable experience.
About 30 BC students have participated in the Pilgrimage, and after leaving BC, these
students have transferred to places like the UW, American University, and Howard
University. BC Instructors who have attended and facilitated the Pilgrimage include
Tim Jones (Political Science), Nick Price (Law), Kim Pollock (Cultural and Ethnic
Studies), BJ Unti (Economics), and Natalie Martinez (English). The upcoming Pilgrimage
will include David Spataro (Political Science). The Pilgrimage has been featured in the
Los Angeles Times, The Seattle Times, and on multiple radio and television stations.

ICYMI
(In Case You Missed It)
Read all powerpoints
from BCAHE meetings
at bcahe.org

COMMITTEE

CORNER

By Laura Nudelman, FTPRC Chair

In the 2014-2015 BCAHE
Collective Bargaining
Agreement, a landmark
change in the promotion
and compensation was
negotiated with the
creation of three levels of
rank for tenured full time
faculty: Tenured Professor,
Senior Associate Professor,
and Full Professor. The
Full Time Faculty
Promotion Committee
(FTPRC) consists of 6
elected, tenured faculty as
well as the Vice President
of Instruction (or
designee).Membership
from each division is
encouraged and
preference is first given to
candidates from an
organizational unit that
has a vacancy. This
provides an important
diversity of thought and
experience on the
committee and we
encourage tenured faculty
to consider offering to
serve on the FTPRC at
some time during their
experience at the college.
Though the
recommendations for the
rank of Tenured Professor
is still under the purview

of the Tenure Review
Committee, FTPRC reviews
applications for the
positions of Senior
Associate Professor and
Full Professor. The first
opportunity for promotion
to Senior Associate
Professor was offered last
academic year
(2014-2015) to faculty
who had been tenured
between 3-10 years.
This academic year
(2015-2016) all tenured
faculty who have had a
least one post-tenure
evaluation and a
current
post-tenure
evaluation with
a ?meets
expectations?
rating were
eligible to
apply. Over 80
faculty were
eligible, but
unfortunately, fewer than
40 faculty chose to submit
an application. Though
the application process
may take several hours to
complete, the
compensation acquired
through the promotion in
one year, let alone your

IMPORTANTDATES
Thursday, May 12th, 2:30pm, room C225: All College Council,
the ACC will discuss the administration's elimination of the Dean
election process. Please attend if possible to show support.
Wednesday, May 25th, 2:30pm, BCAHE meeting, room N201.
Hear the BCAHE's financial analysis relevant to faculty and what
BCAHE believes the focus for bargaining should be next year.
Help plan and organize for next year's bargaining. We need your
voice!
Wednesday, June 8th, in the Boardroom, Board of Trustees
meeting, please attend to show faculty concern about the
elimination of the Dean election policy. (Time TBA)
Friday, June 17th, BC Commencement, Key Arena (Seattle
Center), exact time TBA

remaining time at the
college, makes this
exercise a good use of the
applicant?s time. If you
were eligible for Senior
Associate Professor
this year, but didn?t
submit an
application, we
encourage you to
consider applying
for promotion next
year. BCAHE will be
exploring the reasons
for the relatively low
application rate in an
upcoming survey. We
would like to hear from
eligible faculty on why you
chose not to take
advantage of this
opportunity. Our first
applications for Full

Professor will be
submitted in the
2017-2018 academic year.
Now is the time to take a
look at the criteria for Full
Professor found on the
Promotion Rubric located
in the contract so you can
assess whether you need
to adjust your participation
on campus.
Lastly, thank you to the
faculty members of the
inaugural FTPRC: Tony
Akhlaghi, Tony Tessandori,
Debi Griggs, Stella Orechia,
Cadi Russell Suave, and
Laura Nudelman. And to
Bethanne Luzzi and
Rosemary Hall for serving
on this year?s committee.

"Like" BCAHE on
Facebook! We'll use
Facebook to share
interesting news items,
announce upcoming action
events, and connect.

BEYONDBELLEVUECOLLEGE
BCAHE/ WEA continued to
try convincing state
legislators to pass
legislation benefiting
faculty at Bellevue College
and other institutions in
the State Board of
Community and Technical
Colleges (SBCTC) system in
this year?s legislative
sessions. One positive
development is that the
authority granted by the
legislature to bargain
salary increments at the
local level continues for
the remainder of the
current budget biennium.
However, as WEA higher
education lobbyist Wendy
Rader-Konofalski pointed
out in her presentation at
the April 20 BCAHE
meeting, lobbyists can
only do so much to effect
change in Olympia; what

really makes a difference
is when legislators feel
pressure from their
constituents, i.e. all of us
telling them that we need
change in terms of funding
for salary increases, etc.
BCAHE?s executive council
has been pushing the need
for members to contact
their representatives in
state government for some
time but the need bears
repeating ? nothing will
happen in Olympia unless
we keep pressure on the
legislators to fund salary
increases and make other
long term, necessary
investments in the SBCTC
system. We need to
convince lawmakers of the
need to improve salaries,
and the way to do that is to
contact them! Tell them
how our low salaries make

it increasingly difficult to
live anywhere close to the
college, to pay for
childcare, to pay student
loans, etc. This year, being
an election year, is a
perfect time to make the
case to lawmakers about
what we need ? they
should be more open to
listening to us as they
court our votes. BCAHE
urges all members to
continue to make their
legislators aware of the
issues we regard as vital
and to demand that they
start to pay attention to
our needs, which in turn
will be an investment in
students?success.
To contact your state
legislators go to
http:/ / app.leg.wa.gov/ districtfinder/

Don't forget! Call
your Washington
state legislator!
Talk with them
about the
economic
challenges of
being a faculty
member at
Bellevue College.
To contact your
legislator (these
calls CAN make
an impact), visit
the Washington
State
Legislature's
website.

" THISISA
QUOTE
INYOUR
" ITTSURIDNESBOAURT"

THATWEARE
ALL
DISTURBINGLY
OUTOFTOUCH
WITHOURREAL
MOTIVATIONS
ANDTHE
REASONSFOR
OURBEHAVIOR."
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"IT'SNOTME, IT'SYOU"
By Tabitha Kirkland

I?m a social psychologist, which means that I
study how people think, feel, and behave,
particularly when it comes to how we?re
influenced by others. Social psychologists are
(in)famous for their ethically questionable
studies in which they have tricked, lied to, or
otherwise deceived ordinary individuals into
revealing uneasy truths about people. For
example, you may have heard of Stanley Milgram?s
experiments, in which he told people to deliver electric shocks to
another participant for giving wrong answers; in these studies,
otherwise ordinary and mild-mannered individuals were prepared
to administer allegedly lethal shocks to a stranger just because an
authority figure told them to. (Don?t worry, no one was actually
harmed in the experiment - apart from the participants?views of
themselves as fundamentally decent people.)
Shocking findings aside, I think one of the greatest values in social
psychology as a public service is its ability to point out the hidden
assumptions and biases we all have every day. It turns out that we
are all disturbingly out of touch with our real motivations and the
reasons for our behaviors. Our brains are wired to prioritize
efficiency, such that most of our thinking goes on during autopilot
mode, and only a fraction of our thoughts make it to our conscious
awareness. We have these ?two-track? minds that help to
streamline our ability to make sense of a metaphorical ton of
information that comes our way with every passing moment:
conscious vs. unconscious; slow and effortful vs. quick and
effortless. An example of automatic thought is the experience
many of us have when driving a familiar route and realizing once

Tabitha Kirkland is a
full-time Instructor in the
Psychology Program,
specializing in, among
other areas, positive
psychology.

Why am I talking about these biases? Because I think we can apply them in
thinking about the current climate on campus. Both faculty and
administrators are caught in a struggle in which each side has maintained
potentially faulty beliefs about the other. I think a greater understanding of
and sensitivity to these biases might mean we can find room for
compromise. You see, our minds make an artificial divide between people
that are like us (our ?in-group?) and people that are not like us (?out-group?).
All of these biases and assumptions are designed to keep us safe and
comfortable in our in-groups. The problem with this divide is that we can
sometimes fall into the trap of vilifying and demonizing the other side, at the
cost of really understanding the people on that side. We engage in the
confirmation bias when seeking information to support our negative beliefs.
We stereotype members of the out-group and let those stereotypes and
assumptions guide our behavior (which will often ironically confirm the
stereotype because of our own actions ? a self-fulfilling prophecy).
Moreover, when we have made a series of decisions, we often feel trapped
or pressured into continuing to make decisions that are consistent with
them, lest we confront cognitive dissonance. Dehumanizing the opposition
helps us continue to rationalize our treatment of them.

Have interest in
writing a column for
Faculty Musings?
Share your
perspective!
Email Brian Casserly
or Natalia Dunn

So, what can we do instead? Stop the train of automatic thought. Practice
intentional empathy for the ?opposition.? (Emphasis on practice ? this is a
learned behavior!) Imagine being in their shoes, so to speak. Find things you
have in common. Focus on shared goals. Doing this will increase both your
accuracy in evaluating others (few people are entirely good or evil; much of
our behavior depends on context) and their willingness to cooperate with
you. Practicing empathy and compassion for others is a great way to stop the
Ping-Pong game of negativity and mindless/ knee-jerk escalation of conflict,
and increase your focus on things you can control. And being mindful about
our own thoughts and reactions can help us see how much we may be
contributing to negativity, too ? and may even help us find a way out. We
can?t necessarily expect others to change, but we can change the way we
respond to others. By practicing these behaviors of empathy, compassion,
and kindness, we can find more connection and greater happiness at work.

